DANAI RESORT PRIME PROTOCOL

COVID 19 - PREVENTION PLAN

GOVERNMENT'S ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE PROTOCOL OF ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES IN GREECE
THE SAFE HAVEN OF GREECE

Are you concerned about your family’s safety or are in a risk group? Let us inform you better via:
info@danairesort.com
Or via telephone directly: +30 23750 20400

Minimal infection numbers
NO cases of Corona Virus in Halkidiki
Effective medical attention
Direct flights from various destinations in Europe
Aware and cautious population
Governmental COVID-19 Action Plan during the tourism season

Are you concerned about your family’s safety or are in a risk group? Let us inform you better via:
info@danairesort.com
Or via telephone directly: +30 23750 20400
WELCOME SAFE & SOUND

Upon your private Check-in meet the management. We would not want to miss out on showing you the Resort and answering all your questions in person!

Private outdoor-lounge Check-in
Optional online Check-in
Personal welcome by management with direct addressing of any questions or special needs
Thermal control camera
Luggage disinfection
Handling of documents, keycards and possessions with gloved hands only
Personal tour through the Resort with detailed explanation of regulations and cleaning standards
Sanitization of Reception Area, Restrooms and Club Cars
A SPRINGCLEAN - HOME

Our accommodations are all equipped with spacious balconies, terraces or category-related gardens and private pools. Even if you prefer dining or relaxation in your homey room or villa you may lean back and enjoy privacy, space and view.

Usage of hospital-grade aerial surface disinfection machine in all accommodations
Deep cleaning of accommodations
Deep cleaning of private pools and stringent water testing
Complimentary high-quality PPE safety kits in the room
Through cleaning of the individual air conditioning unit
Multilingual cleaning staff for specific requests or special needs
RESTAURANT VISITS & DINING

Smiling yet masked service personnel and brand new facilities 2020 in The Squirrel Gourmet Restaurant, Andromeda & Sea Horse Grill

A la carte only
Sufficient table distance
Digital or single use menu
Enhanced sanitization

Outdoor seating available in all restaurants
Reservation requirement
Extended opening hours
BEHIND CLOSED KITCHEN DOORS

Please note that our guests are invited to get a tour of the main kitchen outlets to see the work environment and strict controls first hand.

Enhanced sanitizing and cleaning protocols of all service and kitchen staff.

Temperature controls and COVID-19 testing of employees.

Compliance with latest HACCP certification.

Raw materials and food delivery packages disinfected.

Product certification of all products available.

Local food produce or even homegrown food items preferred.
WORRY-LESS BEACH

Private Beach Cabanas with private waiting staff

Spacious Private Daybeds for secluded relaxation

A plethora of space between sun beds

Outdoor Spa and Massage Area

Disinfection, sanitization and enhanced cleaning standards for each beach area and facility

Disinfection and cleaning of our complimentary Water Sports offerings

This summer season we have refurbished our entire beach area along with the related service for an even grander beach experience. A beach to worry less - just what we all need the most.
SPA & FITNESS

There is a variety of onsite outdoor sports e.g. yoga lessons, tennis court and water sports available, cycling and running trials in the area.

Outdoor Massage area by the sea
Fitness center used privately upon reservation
Disinfection of equipment, Gym area and air conditioning unit after each use
Wet areas in the Spa and Indoor Pool closed until further notice by Governmental restriction
On-site Hairdresser in operation and for private use
KIDS’ ENTERTAINMENT

The actions regarding the Kids’ Entertainment taken by the Resort are Governmental enforcements. The safety of our little guests is our priority and concern- this year therefore the opening hours but not at all the Fun will be reduced.

Private multilingual Babysitting available upon request

Restricted Playground hours with regular disinfection and cleaning

Shortened Kids Club Hours

Restricted Kids’ Club activities limited to outdoor premises

Social distancing supervised by trained Kids Club Staff under the guidelines for cleanliness with protective equipment
BEFORE YOU LEAVE

Please do take the PPE safety kit provided upon arrival with you to use upon flight, to ensure that you shall get Home safely!

Electronic Payment possible and in encouraged for safety precautions
Invoice submitted online prior to departure
Private outdoor- lounge
Complimentary online check-in for the Flight (mandatory by most Airlines)
Check of transport vehicle cleanliness, presence of disinfection liquids
**INTERNAL PRECAUTIONS**

- On-site, permanent Health & Safety Agent available for questions, queries and supervision of hygiene standards
- Access to the Resort and Beach prohibited to external visitors
- Plexiglass panels where applicable
- Enhanced cleaning and sanitization processes in all public areas
- Strict use of personnel protective equipment (mask, gloves, aprons, hand disinfection etc. where applicable)
- Hand sanitation facilities positioned in multiple locations on the premises
- Training and monitoring of Employees by an associate specialized in epidemiology
- COVID-19 Testing of all Employees
- Internal Training, monitoring, temperature and cleanliness checks of the Employees upon arrival at the workplace daily
- Observance of Employee and third party adherence to cleanliness and safety rules
- Social distancing of Employees upon interaction with coworkers and guests alike
COVID-19 PREVENTION PLAN  
DANAI BEACH RESORT & VILLAS

HEALTH FIRST

THIS HOTEL
FOLLOWS THE GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES
HEALTH AND SAFETY PROTOCOLS IN PLACE

KEEPING YOU SAFE
CREATING A SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR YOUR VISIT

MINISTRY OF TOURISM

HEALTH FIRST
SAFETY PROTOCOLS ARE IN PLACE
This hotel follows the Government guidelines.
Dear Guests,

Despite all the regulations and our responsible and adamant changes to protecting you from COVID-19, our passion and mission is still to providing you with an unforgettable holiday experience and the long-awaited getaway.

The well being, not only physical but also mental is our highest priority and we will ensure that your holiday may be spent within safety but also with greatest joy, hospitable team members and piece of mind.
NOW THAT WE HAVE YOU BACK,
WE MAKE SURE THAT YOU ARE SAFE!